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Your microplate reader produces some of the most important data 
in your laboratory. But if you can’t verify that it is functioning 
properly and capable of producing analytically relevant data then 
you could be spending precious time pursuing false avenues of 
discovery. The Phosentix MicroQC Plate can help.

The MicroQC Plate is a microprocessor controlled precision 
analytical tool specifically designed to test microplate readers and 
to provide a cross-platform industry standard metrology device. 
The MicroQC Plate is the most sophisticated tool of its type 
available and can measure all three primary microplate reader 
analytical modes plus determine optical and physical 
characteristics of the microplate reader.

The MicroQC Plate features an ANSI/SLAS dimensioned chassis, 
solid state fluorescence wells, NIST traceable absorbance wells, 
and seventeen precision controlled LEDs for luminescence 
functionality. It has multiple tempeature sensors, two 
accelerometers, and an ARM Cortex microprocessor driving a 
ePaper informational display.

Confidence In Your Data
The MicroQC Plate
can determine if your reader

Has had a failure or degradation in 
performance

Is capable of properly reading your assays

Reaches the published specifications from the 
reader manufacturer

Meets laboratory operational requirements

Microplate readers should be routinely evaluated and verified with an independent reference source and the MicroQC Plate can 
serve that need. The MicroQC Plate can be integrated into your standard operating procedures or performance qualification for your 
microplate reader providing assurance that your reader is properly functioning. For monitoring changes in the microplate reader over 
time baseline measurements can be made of the MicroQC Plate thus providing a historical benchmark to which future 
measurements can be compared. 

The MicroQC Plate will work with readers from Berthold™, Biotek™, BMG LABTECH™, Molecular Devices™, Perkin Elmer™, 
Tecan™, Thermo™, and others. Any microplate reader that can accept an ANSI/SLAS standard 96-well microplate plate can read 
the MicroQC Plate. The MicroQC Plate is a valuable tool which can serve your laboratory for many years, saving you both research 
time and money while providing the ability to perform your own performance evaluations and quality assurance checks. 



  

The MicroQC Plate can be used to investigate the 
following analytical and physical characteristics 
of your microplate reader. 

Absorbance – precision, linearity, accuracy

Fluorescence – precision, linearity

Luminescence – precision, linearity, dynamic range

Simulation – simulates kinetic assays such as Dual-Luciferase  and �ash glow

Crosstalk – luminescence crosstalk determination

Analytical Evaluation

R

*Dual-Luciferase is a registered trademark of Promega Corporation

Incubation – temperature accuracy of incubation chamber

Level Measurement – accurate measurement of your microplate carrier attitude

Plate/Optics Alignment – determination of plate transport subsystem alignment

Wavelength Accuracy – �uorescence and LED spectra provide accurate wavelength references

Physical / Optical Evaluation



Fluorescence

Many fluorescence based assays are long-term studies and the MicroQC Plate 
can assist with evaluation of the microplate reader signal stability, including 
flashlamp testing. The fluorescence intensity of the solid state standards do not 
change over time therefore the MicroQC Plate can be read over several hours 
or even days to check the fluorescence signal stability of 

the microplate reader.

The MicroQC Plate has twelve solid state fluorescence wells that are stable and have known relative 
fluorescent outputs. Well B1 is the highest response well and the fluorescence output decreases 
across the plate to well B12. The MicroQC Plate fluorescence wells can be read with two very 
common excitation and emission wavelength pairs, fluorescein and TAMRA, thus providing flexibility 
for testing. Blanks can be read from several blank well locations on the plate such as H1 through H3. 

With the known relative intensities of all twelve wells the microplate reader precision and linearity can 
easy be tested yielding analytical data regarding reader performance such as R-Squared and the 
coefficient of variation for repeated reads. Furthermore, assessments of dynamic range, signal to 
blank ratio, and relative fluorescence sensitivity can be made for performance tracking or 
comparisons between reader platforms.

The values obtained from your microplate reader can be compared against the 
known values on the MicroQC Plate thus providing a measure of microplate 
reader accuracy. Linearity can be assessed by performing a linear regression, 
and precision can be determined by multiple reads of the MicroQC Plate. The 
basic methods can be applied to each of the measurement modes of the 
MicroQC Plate forming a complete battery of tests for a microplate reader.  

Functional Modes

Absorbance is the most commonly used microplate reader mode and the mainstay of life science 
laboratories. The MicroQC Plate has superb absorbance performance evaluation capabilities with 
twelve absorbance wells, A1 through A12. These wells contain high quality optical density films of 
various ODs ranging from ranging from approximately 0.060 OD to around 2.000 OD at 440nm. The 
values can be NIST traceable providing you the highest quality reference standard available. 

The lowest absorbance standard is contained in well A1 and the standards increase in OD units up 
until the highest OD well, A12. The wells can be read with any visible wavelength and Phosentix 
provides absorbance reference data for the MicroQC Plate at the NIST standard wavelengths of 
440nm, 465nm, 546nm, 590nm, and 635nm. The standard values are stored on the plate itself so you 
can always determine what the standard value is for a particular absorbance well. 

In fact, standard data for all analytical modes is stored on the MicroQC Plate’s onboard memory and 
accessible through the paperwhite display.

Absorbance



The MicroQC Plate’s assay simulation mode is an invaluable feature for assessing 
luminescence kinetics that compliments the standard luminescence functionality. The 
onboard microprocessor is used to control the light emission from the precision LED in 
well G2 over time thereby creating a time dependent luminescence signal that can 
simulate a luminescent assay.

The basic simulation is an increasing signal over 10 seconds that covers the entire 
dynamic range of the simulation well and it repeats indefinitely. The curve has a known 
slope and signal window, uniform high and low values, therefore it can be used to 
evaluate your microplate reader’s suitability for kinetic or injection based luminescence 
assay.

Assay Simulation Mode 

Luminescence has typically been one of the most difficult analytical modes to validate in a 
microplate reader.  Some luminescence assays require a reagent injection to catalyze a light 
producing reaction and decay quickly, therefore they have limited usefulness for assessing the 
analytical suitability of a microplate reader. Others are glow assays that decay over a longer 
period of time, but are still always producing a transient signal which can make performance 
evaluations difficult. However, with the MicroQC Plate luminescence performance is easily 
quantifiable through a variety of measurements.

The MicroQC Plate has twelve luminescence wells, D1 through D12, with precision controlled 
LEDs that produce an array of signals spanning more than a 6500 fold increase from the lowest 
output well to the highest. Each well is held at a defined level of output relative to the other wells, 
therefore a calibration curve can be read with the microplate reader for a determination of 
linearity and precision. The lower output luminescence wells can challenge highly sensitive 
readers while the higher output wells can be used to evaluate less sensitive machines. These 
wells simulate a steady glowing assay without the inherent problems present with light decay. 

The MicroQC Plate’s twelve luminescence wells are extremely stable and repeatable, 
unlike reagent based test plates for luminescence performance evaluations, therefore it 
is possible to track historical performance of your microplate reader or make 
comparisons between the various readers in your laboratory. The MicroQC Plate is a 
luminescence reference standard that will positively determine if your microplate 
reader’s luminescence subsystem is functioning properly quantitative performance 
metrics.

Luminescence

Different simulations can be downloaded to the microprocessor via USB cable and 
are available from Phosentix. Flash luminescence, Dual-Luciferase, luminescence 
glow decay can all be simulated and are planned for release. Due to the ability to 
control the simulation well with 10 millisecond resolution even extremely rapid 
luminescence signals such as SPARCL can be simulated and will be made 
available. Phosentix welcomes user input and will consider adding your custom 
simulation requests to our library.
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Functional Modes

Luminescence crosstalk can be easily evaluated and compared with the MicroQC Plate. The lower right quadrant 

of the MicroQC Plate is used to crosstalk measurement and consists of a blank well surrounded by four precision 

LED luminescence wells of similar intensity.

By measuring the central blank well and comparing it to other blanks on the MicroQC Plate that are not adjacent 

to signal producing wells, the percentage of the signal that is crosstalk can be determined.  This arrangement will 

provide the maximum crosstalk value that can be generated with a given microplate reader’s optical bench. 

Because the reference wells and held at a standard value, crosstalk comparisons between microplate readers can 

be made and assay correction factors determined. Correction factors can be applied to luminescence assay 

results to improve signal window and Z’ evaluations.  

Crosstalk

Temperature Measurement 
The accuracy and uniformity of your microplate reader’s incubation chamber is integral to your assay performance, 

especially if those assays are being used to derive kinetic information. However, not all microplate readers are 

capable of determining the actual temperature inside the chamber, instead estimating the value based on sensors 

integrated into the heating elements. 

The MicroQC Plate allows you to easily measure the actual temperature inside the chamber. Temperature sensors 

are distributed throughout the MicroQC Plate and interrogated once per second by the CPU to determine the 

temperature that the incubation chamber reaches. The MicroQC Plate is calibrated using NIST traceable probes 

and is certified to a 0.1°C accuracy therefore you can have confidence in the results.  

The temperature data is shown on paperwhite display which provides historical temperature data as well as the 

current temperature. If the MicroQC Plate is inserted into the microplate reader and a standard assay protocol run 

then actual temperatures under running conditions can be obtained.

Your assay microplate being level and aligned to the optics inside your microplate reader is critical to assay 

performance. The MicroQC Plate can assist in checking these parameters using accelerometers and X-Y 

alignment wells. 

The accelerometers provide NIST traceable attitude information down to 0.2 degrees so you can verify your 

microplate transport tray is level inside your reader. The level readout is viewable on the status screen with X and 

Y attitude shown independantly. 

The X-Y alignment wells are precisely machined on ANSI/SLAS 1536 well plate dimensions allowing you to scan 

them with your alignment software for X-Y verification. No need to worry about microplates from various 

manufacturers or lots, the MicroQC Plate is verified dimensionally accurate.

Plate Transport Attitude 



The MicroQC Plate comes with a suite of Excel™ worksheets on 
a USB drive that will help you analyze data from your plate reader. 
All you need to do is collect data, cut, paste, and the results are 
automatically calculated. The worksheets will calculated linearity, 
precision, accuracy, crosstalk, and more with an automatic 
Pass/Fail assessment of the results.

The MicroQC Plate also comes with a comprehensive manual that 
explains how to use the MicroQC Plate and the background 
testing methodology. It also includes explanations of results, 
sample data from various microplate readers, and valuable 
troubleshooting information to assist you in maintaining your 
microplate reader. 

Data Analysis

The MicroQC Plate has an intuitive control menu displayed on the paperwhite screen that is easily accessible via the 
two front mounted control buttons.

The MicroQC Plate’s internal lithium ion battery can be recharged through the USB port using a standard USB cable. 
This port is also used to download new features and firmware to the unit so the MicroQC Plate can expand as your needs 
grow. 

The menu allows you to: 

Turn on and off operational modes

Access data screens for temperature, level, and battery life

View permanent reference values for absorbance, fluorescence, 
and luminescence 

View last calibration date and next calibration due date

MicroQc Plate Interface



Specifications


